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Abstract
This document details the work to date, June 9, 2020, done by the Cal Poly Mechanical Engineering se-
nior project team, Miniaturized Ultraviolet Imager: Phase III (MUVI III), sponsored by the University of
California, Berkeley – Space Sciences Laboratory (UCB SSL). MUVI III is the third senior project team of
an ongoing design, MUVI: the prototype of a 2U sized CubeSat intended to capture aurora images in the
ionosphere. The first team, MUVI I, finished development of the UV imager. The second team, MUVI II,
designed the mirror mounting and deployable door mechanisms.
The goal of MUVI phase III is to design, manufacture, and test MUVI’s 2U sized instrumentation frame,
Photek UV camera mounting flexure, and ground support test fixture modeled after a P-POD. The instru-
mentation frame serves as an optical alignment datum, provides structural integrity, and dampens vibrations
for the satellite. The instrumentation frame must survive launch and the thermal vacuum of space, have
minimal mass, and comply with budgetary needs. Furthermore, the instrumentation frame shall fulfill the
2U size specification as detailed by CubeSat. Using FEA (Finite Element Analysis), the effects of vibra-
tional loads will be modeled and accounted for. During launch, the instruments within the frame will face
dynamic motion, risking failure of electronics, mechanical yielding, and overall mission demise. Boundary
conditions will be replicated on ground by mimicking the mass of the Photek on the mounting flexure and
by inserting the instrumentation frame into a replica P-Pod (Poly-Picosatellite) OGODS (On Ground Orbital
Deployer Simulator) before beginning vibration testing.
Once modeling has provided adequate confidence in the design, UCB SSL will manufacture the designed
prototype components, and the assembled prototype will undergo vibration testing at Cal Poly. Ultimately,
the mission of this project is to qualify the MUVI instrumentation frame for a TRL 6 rating from NASA.
The main body of this document includes an introduction to the project, background information, project
objectives, preliminary research and documentation, initial design ideas and concepts, final design, man-
ufacturing plans, design verification plans, sponsor wants and needs, details about project management,
Quality Function Development (QFD), and a project Gantt chart.
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1 - Introduction
The ionosphere is a layer of Earth’s atmosphere at the boundary between Earth and space. Interactions
between the lower levels of the atmosphere and the ionosphere are of particular interest to NASA scientists.
Three current NASA missions use UV spectrometers to explore these interactions. One of these missions,
ICON (Ionospheric Connection Explorer), launched in October, 2019. In future missions, NASA will look
to miniaturize similar satellites to lessen launch costs. Miniaturization will help NASA meet two goals:
“making space-based observations from multiple vantage points” [1] and working toward the use of “low-
complexity instruments that demand as little of spacecraft resources as possible while providing required
performance” [1].
In 2018, Dr. Thomas Immel and Kodi Rider of UCB SSL, along with Dr. Eltahry Elghandour of Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, received a NASA grant to create miniaturized ultraviolet imaging instrumentation to fit in
a CubeSat envelope size. The proposed satellite, MUVI, is intended to be the prototype of an eight-satellite
constellation called CAMI (Conjugate Auroral Mapping Imager). To date, MUVI has several completed
milestones including completion of the camera, power systems, and deflection mirrors. These items have
been finished by two previous Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo senior project teams.
Figure 1.1: Concept layout of components in MUVI [2].
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The purpose of this project is to design, build, and test the instrumentation frame, Photek (UV imager)
flexure mount of the Miniaturized Ultraviolet Imager such that it will meet the specifications of a 2U CubeSat
and allow for operation of the FUV (Far Ultraviolet) imaging subsystem in the ionosphere. The structure
must survive extreme temperature variations in the vacuum of space as well as withstand the dramatic
vibrations of launch. If the final MUVI structural assembly passes vibrational testing, the satellite qualifies
as NASA TRL (Technology Readiness Level) 6, at which point it may be considered for launch. Once in
space, MUVI will provide UCB SSL and NASA with data on ionospheric weather patterns to be used for a
variety of research applications.
MUVI is a follow up mission to ICON that will take advantage of advances in UV imaging technology.
These advancements simplify the structure and decrease design, manufacturing, and launch costs. As a
constellation of satellites, CAMI will provide ionospheric data from multiple vantage points in space simul-
taneously. This project, MUVI Phase 3, is the third Cal Poly senior project involving the MUVI CubeSat
prototype. The first senior project, MUVI Phase 1, worked on the UV imaging sub-assembly of the Cube-
Sat and designed a 1U structure. The second senior project team, MUVI Phase 2, completed design of the
deployable door assembly.
The primary goal for MUVI Phase 3 is to integrate the existing systems into a 2U CubeSat format and
thoroughly test the entire assembly to qualify for NASA TRL 6. This project will finish in early June 2020.
The project will be carried out by three senior mechanical engineering undergraduates at Cal Poly, SLO:
Bradley Albright, Colin Harrop, and Nicolas Armenta.
”We are thankful for the opportunity to contribute to the effort put forward by previous
teams by supplying our unique design skills, passion for space science, and ambition to help
researchers better understand the ionosphere. We look forward to working more with Mr. Kodi
Rider and Dr. Thomas Immel of UCB SSL, the guidance from Mr. Jason Grillo and Dr. El-
ghandour of Cal Poly, SLO, and the bonding our team will experience over the course of the
project.” - Bradley, Colin, and Nicolas (September 2019)
This document contains the Final Design Review (FDR) for the third phase of MUVI and how it relates
to the project as a whole. The main body of this document contains background information of the ICON
mission preceding the MUVI project, a literature review of similar CubeSats and UV imaging satellites,
along with a review of the NASA testing standards the project will need to fulfill. Following the background
research, the main objectives of the project are stated. This includes the central problem statement and
design specifications. Finally, this document details project management and an overall timeline.
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2 - Background Research
2.1 Prior Development of the MUVI Satellite
ICON mission development began in 2013, and launched in October of 2019. A large mission like ICON
has numerous technical challenges and a high budget. In 2017 UCB SSL, the primary lead for ICON,
sought to miniaturize and reduce the cost of the FUV imaging technology. Taking advantage of recent
technological improvements stemming from a general push in the space industry toward miniaturization
and simplification, it became possible to scale down the FUV portion to a 2U CubeSat size. A 2018 senior
project at Cal Poly was started with the goal of designing and testing the front optics assembly. After the
first year, NASA accepted a grant proposal for the MUVI project and further progress was made. As part of
the first senior project, a 1U CubeSat structure was designed to house the front optics. In the second year,
revisions were made to accommodate the lens and mirror door mechanisms. To integrate the optics and door
sub-assemblies, the previously designed 1U structure will be used as a starting point for the 2U design [3].
2.2 MUVI and the Ionosphere
The ionosphere is the layer of Earth’s atmosphere ranging from 75 to 1000 km above Earth’s sea level where
plasma and solar UV radiation ionize atoms. The collision of electrons or heavier charged particles in the
ionosphere sometimes results in UV photon emission and auroras across the globe that are not visible to the
eye. The ionosphere also reflects radio waves back to earth [4].
Earth weather phenomena in the lower atmosphere interact with that of outer space in the ionosphere. NASA
has long known about the influence of weather phenomena in space on the ionosphere, but they have taken
a particular interest in better understanding the influence of Earth’s weather on the ionosphere [4].
UV spectrometry is used to observe UV light densities within the ionosphere that are highly informative to
scientists. MUVI includes a FUV imaging payload capable of observing these densities.
2.3 NASA ICON Explorer Mission
The ICON mission has 3 primary science objectives. First, to understand the source of strong variability
in the ionosphere. Second, to understand large scale atmospheric waves propagating from the lower at-
mosphere vertically up to the ionosphere. Third, to understand how solar winds and geomagnetic activity
from the earth are connected [5]. ICON’s FUV imager measures two UV wavelengths to identify regions of
disturbed plasma densities. ICON specifically observes UV light emitted by ionized oxygen and nitrogen.
The FUV is able to operate day and night and adjusts its gain to compensate for changing light conditions.
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The type of data the FUV outputs is classified as level 1 because “calibrated radiances” from the FUV are
reported. This raw data is used with other sensors on ICON for the primary science objectives of the mission
[5].
Figure 2.1: ICON FUV Optical Assembly [4].
Challenges facing the design of the optical assembly on ICON included its need to survive temperature from
-25 to 43°C, to avoid the influence of stray light, and to eliminate contamination by FOD (Foreign Object
Debris). Light of similar wavelengths to the wavelengths of interest, in this case 135.6nm and 157nm, can
distort the image; this is known as stray light. For ICON, the biggest source of stray light came from light
just outside the field of view [6]. The optics on board ICON are extremely sensitive, and any small amount
of FOD can distort the image or even render the optical imaging inoperable. According to Mr. Kodi Rider,
“The ICON instruments are sensitive to both particular and
molecular contamination which has resulted in designs that
isolate sensitive components from the exterior environ-
ment and have strict material usage constraints to ensure
minimal loss of instrument throughput and sensitivity” [7].
Since MUVI and ICON have similar science objectives, with similar optical equipment, and will experience
similar environmental conditions, it is critical in the design process to understand the challenges encountered
and solved while designing ICON. Specifically, the control of contamination in the form of outgassing will
be a large driver in the overall design of MUVI, especially as it relates to material choices.
2.4 Specifications and Testing
The NASA TRL (Technology Readiness Level) is a measurement system used to assess the maturity and
mission readiness of a space bound device. The readiness of a technology to be deployed is determined by
evaluating the technology against the parameters of the nine readiness levels. When in the concept phase
– napkin drawing phase – a technology is considered TRL 1. As the technology is proven through model-
ing, prototyping, and testing, its TRL rating increases until its operational readiness is definitely validated
through successful mission operation and attains TRL 9. Upon operation of a high fidelity prototype in a
relevant environment that demonstrates successful performance – successful on ground space environment
tests – a technology is assessed as TRL 6, at which point it can be considered mission ready [8].
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As part of the initial research to gain a better understanding of general CubeSat design principles, the Cube-
Sat 101 article written by NASA CubeSat Launch Initiative was heavily utilized. This article gave a high-
level overview of the factors that go into designing and testing a CubeSat. Discussion of the 2U CubeSat
formfactor, the P-POD (Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer) dispenser, and other design considerations like
outgassing were a focus [9]. This source was a good starting point that gave the team an introductory level
of information and pointed to further reading into specific topics. One critical topics is NASA’s General En-
vironmental Verification Standard (GEVS) [10]. The document lays out clear requirements for the structural
strength, the types and duration of vibration testing and thermal vacuum (TVAC) testing. GEVS specifies
that both computational analyses, FEA, as well as successful test results are required for an instrument or as-
sembly to be launch ready. A design factor for loading cases of 1.25 was specified in section 2.4 (Structural
and Mechanical standards).
2.5 Similar Products and Technology
Satellites employing use of UV spectroscopy are common in the space exploration industry. MUVI is
a miniaturized, simplified version of larger NASA heliophysics missions, including GOLD, TIMED, and
ICON [5][11][12]. These missions follow the more traditional approach to satellite technology – a larger
assembly of several instruments. These satellites are costly to launch and require the better part of a decade
to develop. They are expensive to design/manufacture, long development times slow the availability of data,
and observations are made from a single vantage point.
Figure 2.2: NASA ICON mounted to a Northrop Grumman Pegasus IV [13].
Fortunately for today’s researchers, a less daunting alternative to traditional satellites is available: CubeSats.
In 1999, professors Jordi Puig-Suari of Cal Poly and Bob Twiggs of Stanford wanted a way for graduate
students to have easier access to space data acquisition. Cal Poly and Stanford engineering collaborated
to design the first CubeSat, a miniature satellite of several stock configurations that performs simple data
probing in low Earth orbit [14].
Since then, CubeSats have exploded in popularity for government funded space missions, such as MUVI,
and private sector missions. One use case of a CubeSat is Redmond, WA based company Planetary Re-
sources Inc’s Arkyd program. The Arkyd program involved series of CubeSats mounted with infrared
cameras used to map the solar system for asteroids containing a sufficient mass and concentration of water
worth mining in the future [15].
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Figure 2.3: Planetary Resources Arkyd-6 Satellite [15].
A significant benefit of using a CubeSat instead of a larger satellite is a CubeSat’s ability to fit in a rideshare
mission on a P-POD. In fall of 2018, SpaceX launched 64 satellites in a single Falcon 9 mission, 49 of
which were CubeSats [16]. Launching multiple satellites with one rocket is known as a rideshare mission.
Once the payload is in orbit, a P-Pod containing the CubeSat propels the satellite outward, into its own orbit.
P-PODs are the stock ejection system accompanying the stock size of the CubeSat.
2.6 Patents
Several useful patents were found during the initial brainstorming of this project. There are many patents
for CubeSats and their applications, but here are a few significant patents relevant for this scope of work:
Patent No. US9150313B2: Describes the general assembly structure of a CubeSat for a specific avionics
package [17].
Figure 2.4: CubeSat structure [17].
Patent No. US9845166B2: Describes a P-Pod like CubeSat/Nanosat deployment system. Contains ideas for
alignment rails, a pneumatic ejector, and a gas reservoir. This is similar to a P-Pod [18].
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Figure 2.5: Pneumatic CubeSat Payload Deployment System [18].
Patent No. US3374702A: Details concept for exploding bolt (MUVI utilizes exploding bolts during deploy-
ment). This is similar to other gas sealed propellant mechanisms. This is one of many types of exploding
bolts [19].
Figure 2.6: Exploding Bolt [19].
Patent No. US10315784B2: Describes concept of CubeSat instrumentation frame designed to maximize the
allowable volume within envelope size to be dedicated for main payload. Shows drawings of how geometry
can be manipulated to provide more storage space [20].
Figure 2.7: Method to increase volume in a CubeSat [20].
Patent No. US9862507B2: Illustrates and describes insulation-controlled CubeSat instrumentation frame
panels. These panels are lined with fins that can rest flush with the plane of the panel or extend perpendicular
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with help of torsion springs or similar [21].
Figure 2.8: CubeSat Thermal Louvers [21].
2.7 Flexures
The design of damping flexures capable of carrying the vibrational loads undergone during launch will
be integral to the success of MUVI. The critical components–mirrors, camera, etc.–contained within the
structure will not have the ability to take loads, so flexures will be used to distribute any loads away from
these components. Previously, one senior project team designed flexures to support the mirrors; these can
be seen in Figure 4.9. This project team will focus on designing flexures to interface with the outer structure
and the previously designed subsystems.
At its most basic, a flexure can be a flat, rectangular piece of metal loaded such that it allows motion in a
desired direction but restricts motion in other directions [22]. In general, ”flexures are bearings that allow
motion by bending load elements such as beams” [23]. The basic function of a flexure is ”to provide motion
in desired directions, but constraint in other directions” [23].
Figure 2.9: MUVI damping-flexure-supported mirror.
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3 - Objectives
3.1 Problem Statement
UCB SSL needs an instrumentation frame to integrate the sub-assemblies of MUVI in a 2U CubeSat enve-
lope size. FEA must demonstrate the proposed instrumentation frame’s ability to withstand the vibrations
of launch before proceeding with manufacturing. The instrumentation frame shall also dampen vibrations
resulting in noise to the FUV camera. Once the instrumentation frame is manufactured, it is to undergo
vibration simulation while contained in a ground support replica P-POD. The fully assembled satellite must
be tested to qualify for a NASA TRL 6 rating.
Figure 3.1: Project Scope Boundary Diagram.
3.2 Customer Wants and Needs
The ultimate goal of the project, according to the initial grant proposal, is to produce a prototype UV imager
for geospace application with a CMOS (Complementary Metal-Oxide Semiconductor) detector and high
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spatial resolution with photo counting capability [1]. Most subsystems of this prototype imager have been
developed to TRL 6 individually, but the outer structure must be completed and the full system must be
modeled and tested in order to bring the system as a whole to TRL 6. This requires that the system be tested
for adherence to NASA environmental vibrational and TVAC standards, per GEVS. All subsystems must
assemble together while adhering to CubeSat 2U specifications. Successful operation of the imager requires
the prevention of outgassing or contamination by FOD.
3.3 Quality Function Deployment (QFD) Process
A QFD was used to identify customers, evaluate their needs, and prioritize need-based objectives. For more
detail, see the completed QFD House of Quality in Appendix A. The main customers are the following:
Table 3.1: Customers and Customer Needs
Customer Needs
UCB SSL Scientists Data obtained by observations made by MUVI
NASA Entire assembly and all subassemblies TRL 6
UCB SSL Machine Shop Manufacturable design of components
Cal Poly MUVI Senior Project Team Testable for vibration and TVAC standards
United Launch Alliance Design meets launch standards and specifications
3.4 Engineering Specifications and Testing
Engineering specifications serve as the evaluation criteria for the project. A complete list of specifications
is contained in the QFD in Appendix A. The risk column in the engineering specifications table below
estimates how difficult it will be to satisfy a specification, with H standing for high risk, M, standing for
medium risk, and L, standing for low risk. The compliance column describes the method to be used to
determine whether the design meets specifications, where T stands for testing, A for analysis, and I for
inspection.
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Table 3.2: Engineering Specifications
Number Specification Requirement/Target Tolerance Risk Compliance
1 Size 2U (100mm x 100mm MAX M I
x 227mm)
2 Mass 2.66 kg MAX L I
3 TRL 6 N/A H T,A
4 TVAC Standards Refer to [10] N/A H T,A
5 Vibration Standards Refer to [10] N/A H T,A
6 Allowable Flight 0ºC to 40ºC N/A M T,A
Temperature
7 Grease and Debris No grease or debris 0 H I
8 Outgassing No outgassing 0 H I
9 Survives Exploding All instruments operational 0 M T
Bolt after exploding bolt
10 Interfacing to All subsystems must 0 L I
Subsystems properly assemble
3.5 Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation criteria are the tests used to evaluate the specifications listed in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Evaluation Criteria for Engineering Specifications
Number Evaluation Criteria
1 MUVI instrumentation frame meets 2U size configuration specifications
2 The mass of instrumentation sub assemblies will be measured when previous
team(s) hand over components in December 2019. The instrumentation frame of the
satellite will be designed to accommodate for the required mass.
3 TRL 6 will be earned by testing the functionality of MUVI in a replicated
space environment on ground. This includes vibrating the complete
assembly to simulate launch, running thermal cycles of 0ºC - 40ºC, and
verifying camera operates nominally afterwards.
4 Refer to [10]
5 Refer to [10]
6 See Specification Numbers 3 and 4
7 Outgassing will not be a stand alone test. Materials will be selected to mitigate
risk of outgassing. If there are any outgassing issues, they will arise during
thermal vacuum and potentially vibration tests per Specifications 3 and 4.
8 Grease will not be tested for. However, precautions will be taken to ensure
there is no grease on satellite components. This includes ultrasonic IPA
and/or Acetone baths for metal parts prior to assembly.
9 TBD
10 Self apparent
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4 - Concept Design
4.1 Concept Design Process
Note: Section 4 of this report describes only the concept designs in the MUVI III project. Final design is
described in Section 5.
After sufficient background research was completed, the team moved to ideation and brainstorming. The
three ideation exercises used were brainstorming, SCAMPER, and brain writing. Brainstorming included
writing as many ideas as possible about a specific challenge on sticky notes. SCAMPER, which stands
for substitute, combine, adapt, modify, put to another use, eliminate, rearrange, consisted of taking current
solutions to design challenges facing MUVI and attempting to adapt them to MUVI’s specific needs. Brain-
writing required that each team member come up with a list of ideas then pass their list on to a team member
to build off of those ideas and add their own. Each of these techniques were employed to come up with
creative ideas and to think outside the box. On October 29, 2019, the team produced several concept proto-
types of the proposed 2U instrumentation frame and OGODS structures. Although made of simple materials
(foam board, pipe cleaners, popsicle sticks, etc.) these models provided the tangible objects illustrating the
envelope size of the satellite and OGODS. Additionally, this exercise provided the opportunity to come up
with creative solutions and try new concepts without a big time or resource investment. Figure 4.1 below
shows the concept model of the 100 x 100 x 227mm 2U instrumentation frame.
Figure 4.1: Concept Prototype of MUVI Instrumentation Frame.
During the concept modeling activity, a big focus was exploring the spring mechanism for the OGODS load
plate. In Table 4.1, a picture and explanation of each concept for the spring mechanism is included.
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Table 4.1: Concept prototypes of spring mechanism for load plate.
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After the developing concepts, some decision matrices were used to compare and contrast each idea against
certain criteria for a given function. After narrowing down the design direction, preliminary CAD models
were developed for the 2U instrumentation frame, detector-mounting flexures, and OGODS.
Table 4.2: Pugh matrix of top 5 spring ideas.
4.2 2U Instrumentation Frame
The instrumentation frame is the overall structure of the 2U CubeSat. It pieces together the camera, lenses,
mirrors, circuit boards, and flexures. The two previous projects have designed their respective subsystems
for 1U configurations. This leaves an extra 27 mm in the axial direction of the CubeSat for the current
team to fit in any extra components. See Figure 4.2 shown below for a visual of the instrumentation frame
envelope size.
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Figure 4.2: CAD showing 2 x 1U envelope size (red) versus full 2U size (blue). This illustrates the extra
space the current team has to work with.
Figure 4.2 is missing several key components of the final satellite. First, as this is an optical device, there
must be some datum to align camera components. Second, the satellite must be sealed during launch to
avoid particulate pollution. The team has developed conceptual CAD including these critical components
and is shown below in Figure 4.3.
Figure 4.3: CAD render of MUVI with Instrumentation Frame.
One issue the team encountered while designing the structure was modeling the instrumentation frame
within the 2U envelope size while allowing room for the mirrors to rotate about their hinges. It is likely that
redesigns of the instrumentation will come from this senior project. The team would like to shrink the width
of the primary mirror mounting plate. For now, the team must negotiate the size of the mirror mounting
plate with respect to the instrumentation frame (As of December 2019)
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Figure 4.4: Path of light exposure to camera.
The most complete CAD component is the optical array datum plate shown below in Figure 4.5. The
datum aligns the camera, lenses, and mirrors such that the light exposure tolerance is maintained. The team
plans to reevaluate design for manufacturability after PDR. Although UCB SSL’s machine shop has high
capabilities, there are many challenges with the proposed design considering that tolerances will be on the
order of magnitude of microns.
Figure 4.5: Optical Array Datum Plate.
4.3 Satellite Instrumentation Frame (Through CDR)
Note: This section details the Instrumentation Frame design through CDR. The final design of the Instru-
mentation as of FDR is in the next chapter.
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4.3.1 Design Status
As of CDR, the Instrumentation Frame is still a work in progress. The deadline the complete Instrumentation
Frame Design, including engineering drawings, FEA, and bill of materials is Friday, February 28, 2020.
From there, drawing will be sent to a machine shop for fabrication.
There is extra scrutiny on several aspects of the design. First, there is a tight tolerance on the path of light
from mirrors to the focal plane (+/- 0.25 degrees light exposure to Photek). Alignment of optical components
will be corrected by Sunday, February 9, 2020. Next, the satellite must adhere to CubeSat regulations on
mass. Mass properties will be placed into the CAD model after optical alignment is corrected. Panels have
more material than necessary. The overall mass and center of mass can be manipulated via milling pockets
in the structural panels. After the general panel shape is finalized, FEA will be used to determine final part
geometry. Mass manipulation and FEA (100g static load case and modal analysis) shall be completed by
Sunday, February 16, 2020.
The senior project team plans to meet with the sponsor, Kodi Rider, at UCB SSL on Friday, February 14,
2020. The team will present a Critical Design Review presentation tailored to the informational needs of the
sponsor. Furthermore, the team and sponsor will review drawings and FEA results. Ideally, drawings will
be approved for fabrication at this meeting, but there is time in the calendar for editing and final submission
of drawings on Friday, February 28, 2020.
Although the Instrumentation Frame design is a few weeks from completion, there has been significant
progress since preliminary design review. This progress is detailed in the remainder of this section.
4.3.2 Instrumentation Frame Design Description
Overall, the Instrumentation Frame consists of seven panels serving as structural support, sealing, and an
optical alignment datum of the satellite. Exploded, stowed, and deployed configurations of the integrated
satellite are shown below in figures 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8.
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Figure 4.6: Exploded view of the MUVI Satellite with integrated Instrumentation Frame
Each panel in the Instrumentation Frame will be made of 6061 T6 Aluminum. Pending FEA, the panels will
have a thickness of 5 mm. Panels will be fastened together by 2 to 3 mm diameter pins to take shear force
and by M2.5 of M3 bolts for compression. Blind holes are to be minimized in attempt to avoid out-gassing.
The satellite has two configurations: stored and deployed. The Instrumentation Frame is designed to seal
the instrumentation from external environments in the stowed configuration while minimizing frictional
resistance as the top door opens to the deployed configuration. The configurations are shown as follows in
4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Stowed view of the MUVI Satellite with integrated Instrumentation Frame.
Figure 4.8: Deployed view of the MUVI Satellite with integrated Instrumentation Frame.
In the open configuration, UV light is deflected by mirrors and through lenses to reach the optical plane of
the Photek camera. See 4.9 for visual.
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of UV light-path from Aurora to mirror assembly, through optical lens assembly, to
Photek.
In the stored configuration, the satellite’s mirror doors are closed. Nitrogen floods the interior of the satellite
via a Swagelok port. The nitrogen keeps the inside of the satellite clean. Viton strips seal openings in the
satellite to prevent pollution from foreign object debris (FOD). The satellite is stored from transportation to
launch site through launch and to orbit. The Viton sealing is shown in 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Illustration of Viton seal placement. Seals colored red for clarity.
After reaching orbit, current is sent to the Frangibolt on the mirror door sub-assembly. The Frangibolt
fractures, allowing for doors to open. This is the deployed configuration. In the deployed configuration, UV
light has line of site to the primary deflection mirror (2” mirror on top door). Light deflects to the secondary
mirror, lens assembly, and finally to the focal plane of the Photek Camera. A visual of the light path is
shown in 4.11.
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Figure 4.11: Illustration of UV light-path from Aurora to mirror assembly, through optical lens assembly,
to Photek.
The fused silica optical alignment fiducial cube as seen in 4.12 is used to determine the proper alignment of
all the optical components.
Figure 4.12: Silica Alignment Cube and Bottom Door Mount to Datum Plate.
The tower which the cube sits atop must be of a height such that the upper portion of the cube or about 0.25”
is exposed to light, parallel to the datum plate and orthogonal to the laser light used for alignment. Utilizing
the cube helps shim optical subassemblies to the correct locations with respect to the datum plate.
Several accommodations remain to be designed by the drawing deadline including 1Nitrogen purge port,
2Pins for side and top panels, 3mouse hole for Frangibolt burn wire, 3refined Delrin door stops, and 4PTFE
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low friction upper door side seal.
As for mass properties, a solution is known, though FEA is needed. Milling out material of different panels
can shift the center of mass in any of the X, Y, or Z directions. A concept is shown below in the Rear Panel,
4.13.
Figure 4.13: Rear Panel of Instrumentation Frame.
Note that the milled slots do not need to go through entire panel. In fact, leaving even 0.5 mm of thickness
is enough to shed significant mass while maintaining the sealed off interior.
The last seal to be designed is a low friction PTFE used to seal the volume between the top door and front
side panels. Locations of this seal are shown below.
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Figure 4.14: The blue circles show the location where low friction PTFE (Teflon) seals must be added to
properly seal the top door.
4.4 Flexure Mount
The mirrors and Photek are highly sensitive, mission critical components that cannot take loading. A pre-
vious team designed flexures to hold the mirrors, as shown in Figure 2.9. The current team was tasked
with designing flexures to attach the Photek to the instrumentation frame. Existing components prevented
the flexures from interfacing with the side walls of the frame, so any design needed to interface with the
instrumentation frame at the top and bottom plates only.
The mirror flexure design provided one source of inspiration for a potential means of supporting the Photek.
A second design that was closely considered was the design of the flexures used to support ICON’s detector.
Shown in Figure 4.15, this flexure design utilized two large contact areas, as opposed to the three single
points of contact used in the mirror flexure design of MUVI.
Figure 4.15: Damping Flexure supports for ICON detector.
Five concepts were originally considered for the geometry of the detector flexure assembly. These five
concepts are shown in Figure 4.16. The criteria used to weigh each design against the others were ma-
neuverability, ease of assembly, effectiveness at constraining the detector, and the degree to which similar
designs had been previously validated.
One concept followed the interfacing strategy used in ICON, but though the reliability of this concept had
already been tested by its use in ICON, its potential to over constrain the detector, which cannot be held
with too great of stiffness during launch, decreased its appeal. While it scored high in its ease of assembly
and previous design validation, its low score in the constraints section proved insurmountable because the
constraint of the detector was given the most weight because of how critical it is that the detector not be
damaged or shifted during launch. Two concepts were made that used four flexures that each interfaced at a
single point; these concepts too had the potential to over constrain the detector’s motion and thus were not
selected. The two concepts that would utilize three flexures that each interface to the detector at a single
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point scored the highest. Ease of manufacture for the fourth option, shown in Figure 4.16, proved to be the
determining criteria for the originally chosen design.
Figure 4.16: Weighted Decision Matrix used in determination of best detector flexure geometry.
Once chosen, the flexure concept drawing was turned into concept CAD, shown in Figure 4.17. After
originally choosing a design with which to proceed, however, the mirror flexures underwent testing, and
the mirrors cracked. It was determined that the mirror flexures were too short and thick, not allowing for
absorption of energy before it could reach the mirrors. For that reason, a new design with longer, thinner
blades had to be developed. It was also later decided that a mounting apparatus interfacing with only the
datum plate should support the Photek. This would prevent any need to tightly tolerance the top plate to
ensure alignment of the flexure mount.
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Figure 4.17: Chosen design concept for detector flexures.
4.5 OGODS
The On-Ground Orbital Deployer Simulator (OGODS), is used for holding the CubeSat for on ground
vibration testing and validation. During rocket launch, there is severe vibrational loading which is difficult
to model analytically and requires extensive real-world testing. The purpose of this project’s OGODS design
is to be used as Ground Support Equipment, GSE, during vibration testing. The OGODS will be mounted
to the shake table located in the Mechanical Engineering Department’s Mechanical Vibrations Lab.
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Figure 4.18: CAD render of OGODS test fixture.
This OGODS test fixture is used to replicate the boundary conditions experienced by the satellite as it goes
through launch. The standard design for a P-POD is that it has spring plungers that push on a load plate
which in turn pushes on the CubeSat. The boundary conditions that must be considered are that the front
door is a hard mount, the back panel is spring loaded, and the CubeSat can slide on nearly frictionless rails.
The CubeSat will slide on the rails and push up against the springs at the back, and the front panel will be
bolted in place to hold the CubeSat in the OGODS. The geometric constraints of this design are that it must
fit a 2U CubeSat which has predefined dimensions, and it must match the bolt pattern of the shake table.
The 2U CubeSat design envelope is a 100mm by 100mm and is 227mm long.
MUVI Phase I designed a 1U Test Pod fixture for vibration testing of their optical subassembly. This 2U
Test Pod design is a modification of the old design implementing lessons learned from their Test Pod. The
biggest issue Jason Grillo mentioned with their design was that the front plate vibrated excessively. To
combat this, the front and rear panel are bolted axially instead of in shear. A second lesson learned was to
use spring plungers instead of metal standoffs. This is important because replicating the boundary conditions
of a real P-POD gives better test results. The third lesson learned was that the OGODS needs access panels
so that accelerometers and other test equipment can be added and modified without disassembling the whole
OGODS.
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Figure 4.19: Previous senior project’s 1U Test Pod.
OGODS will be made out of 6061-T6 aluminum as per the CubeSat design criteria specify [24] for orbital
deployers. 6000 series aluminum is used for space applications because it is strong and lightweight as
well as resistant to cold welding in the vacuum of space. Any aluminum parts that go into space must be
anodized to form a protective coating. In the deployer the CubeSat sits rails which require an additional
Teflon coating to create a low friction environment so the satellite can easy eject. Additionally, 6061 is
relatively inexpensive and easy to machine making it a good choice for this application.
In the ideation phase, springs for the OGODS were a big concern. The team went through several potential
spring ideas before choosing the spring plunger. As seen in 4.20 a spring plunger works by threading into
the back plate of the OGODS and has a spring-loaded nose. Spring plungers are a standard component
used in P-PODs according to CubeSats’ design specifications [24]. Spring plungers are an off the shelf
component with standard thread sizes and known spring force. They can be sourced from McMaster-Carr
as part number 8490A792.
Figure 4.20: Spring Plunger
OGODS will be manufactured using conventional machining processes almost entirely on a CNC mill.
During the design process special considerations were made to ensure all parts would be easily machinable.
Since this assembly is only used for testing and won’t be going into space, the overall weight of the design
was not a driving factor. That being said, reducing unnecessary material keeps the overall cost lower. Along
the same lines, the tolerances of OGODS can be slightly looser than that of the datum plate. One reason
for this is that the way the parts interface does not impact other subassemblies like the CubeSat with the
optical sensors would. Another reason that the tolerances can be larger is that the parts fit together with
floating fasteners which have tolerances from their manufacturer. The tolerance of the fit between fasteners
and the panels is limited to that of the tolerances of the off the shelf bolts. Looser tolerances lower costs
and machining time. One final consideration for DFM was using all the same fasteners so only one setup
of tooling would be required for all the holes. Reducing the tooling setup time has a big impact on overall
manufacturing time and costs.
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Figure 4.21: CAD render of exploded view of assembly.
Another consideration in the design was how the parts would fit together. Design for assembly is especially
important for OGODS because it must be disassembled and reassembled many times for the many vibration
tests that will be performed. Cap head screws were chosen for all the exterior fasteners because once
loosened with a tool, they are easy to quickly unscrew by hand. Another aspect of design for assembly that
was considered was making parts symmetric and using all the same fastener thread sizes, so they are all
interchangeable. Reducing the total number of different parts greatly increases the ease of assembly.
4.6 Feasibility
There are two main high risk hazards that must be considered in the overall design of this project as seen
in Appendix G, Design Hazards Checklist. First is that the instrumentation frame will undergo extreme
acceleration loads during the rocket launch. The second high risk that must be considered is that in space
there are extreme environmental conditions. These included very large temperature fluctuations as well as
being a vacuum so certain materials could out-gas and release harmful particulates. These hazards will be
addressed first in finite element analysis and then in testing. The point of the extensive testing is to replicate
as best as possible the environmental factors the frame will experience while being in a controlled lab setting.
One unknown with this project is the door mechanism designed by the previous senior project. That team is
still working on the design of the door stops and will not have a finalized design until the end of fall quarter.
Right now, the preliminary design assumes the same mounting pattern as the current design. Additionally,
the preliminary frame design treats the door backstops as a generic design envelope that the frame must not
interfere with. Until the door backstop design is finalized, the current frame design will have this unknown
that must be designed around.
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5 - Final Design
There are three main assemblies designed in this senior project: the Photek camera flexure, the satellite
instrumentation frame, and the On-Ground Orbital Deployer Simulator (OGODS). This section details the
finalized design of each assembly.
5.1 Photek Flexure Mounting
5.1.1 Design Description
The Photek flexure mount is the subassembly tasked with mounting, aligning, and protecting the Photek.
The mount includes a base plate which bolts to the datum plate and is the only component fastened to any
part of the frame. Previous concepts fastened components to the top and bottom of the frame; this strategy
was abandoned to eliminate any need for tight tolerances to ensure proper alignment. Two towers support
three flexure blades at their respective ends, and standoffs fastened at the center of each blade act as the
interface between the flexure mount and the Photek. An exploded view of the subassembly labeling each
component can be seen in Figure 5.1.
Figure 5.1: Exploded View of Photek flexure mounting
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Protecting the Photek from experiencing harmful loads during launch is the primary function of the flexure
mount. This function is accomplished with the flexure blades. The blades are designed to elastically deform
under vibrations so that energy can be dissipated before reaching the Photek. The blades are made of stock,
Grade 5, sheet Titanium. They have a thickness of 0.50 in, though blades with thicknesses of 0.40 in and
0.64 in will be tested as well. Titanium was chosen because its high strength and elastic modulus allow for
a thinner design than 6061 Aluminum. The towers are also designed to dissipate energy. Towers and all
other flexure mount components are made of 6061 Aluminium because of its high specific strength, ease of
machining, and widespread use in space applications.
To facilitate optical alignment without requiring excessively tight tolerances, the flexure mount is designed
to allow adjustment of the Photek location in all three principal directions. Adjustment along the longitudinal
axis of the satellite can be made at the interface between the base plate and the datum plate. As is shown
in Figure 5.2, axially oriented slots through which the base plate is bolted to the datum plate make this
possible. Adjustment along this axis is necessary for calibration.
Figure 5.2: Top view of flexure mount base plate highlighting slots through which base plate is bolted to
instrumentation frame datum plate.
To ensure proper positioning of the light on the Photek, room for adjustments in the plane normal to the
light has been implemented through the design of the towers. As shown in Figure 5.3, clearance has been
included between the towers and the side of the base plate. This allows for horizontal adjustment, and shims
can be added during assembly to fill this clearance. Also shown in Figure 5.3, the bottom of the towers
is designed to be in contact with the datum plate. Slots at the interface between the towers and the base
plate, shown in Figure 5.4, allow shims to be placed below the towers to facilitate adjustment of the vertical
position of the Photek.
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Figure 5.3: Back view of flexure mount base plate and bottom of flexure mount towers highlighting gap
between towers and base plate and interface between towers and instrumentation frame datum plate.
Figure 5.4: Side view of bottom of flexure mount tower highlighting slots through which tower is bolted to
flexure mount base plate.
An image of the final design of the assembled Photek flexure mount with the Photek is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Final assembled design of Photek flexure mount holding Photek.
5.1.2 Analysis
Despite the need to design for elastic deformation, plastic deformation in any components of the flexure
mount is not acceptable. To size each component as to allow for flexion without yielding, finite element
analysis was used. As directed by the sponsor, Kodi Rider, a 100 g force was applied to a mass model of the
Photek fastened to the flexure mount. The results, as can be seen in Figure 5.6 showing an axially directed
force, Figure 5.7 showing a horizontally directed force, and Figure 5.8 showing a vertically directed force,
showed stress concentrations near the interfaces between components that had the potential to cause yield.
As a result, the stresses near these interfaces drove the thickness design of the flexures and towers.
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Figure 5.6: FEA model of flexure mount with 100 G static load applied axially to rigid body mass model
of Photek.
Figure 5.7: FEA model of flexure mount with 100 G static load applied horizontally to rigid body mass
model of Photek.
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Figure 5.8: FEA model of flexure mount with 100 G static load applied vertically to rigid body mass
model of Photek.
5.2 Satellite Instrumentation Frame Final Design
This section details the updates to the Instrumentation Frame design from CDR through FDR. The main
updates include geometric changes to shed weight and obtain correct optical alignment, coatings to metal
plates, and several small additions like door sensors, nitrogen purge accommodations, and foreign object
debris (FOD) filters. Static load cases to validate geometric decisions are also explained in this section.
5.2.1 Shedding Mass
The MUVI satellite has a mass limit of 2.66 kg and the center of mass must be within 2 cm, horizontally and
vertically, of the center longitudinal axis, and within 4.5 cm of the geometric center along the longitudinal
center axis. To shed mass and control the center of mass, the design of side plates were changed. A CAD
render of the final design of MUVI in stowed and deployed configurations can be seen in 5.9 and 5.10,
respectively.
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Figure 5.9: Final Design of MUVI showing cut-outs in frame plates, stowed.
Figure 5.10: Final Design of MUVI showing cut-outs in frame plates, deployed.
Most of the unnecessary mass rested in the side panels. This mass can be shed by milling out pockets on
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outer faces. Note that the full envelope size of the front side panel is needed for the satellite to fit correctly
in a P-POD during launch and OGODS during ground testing.
Figure 5.11: Final design of side plates (exterior). Front side plate in green and rear side plate in purple.
Figure 5.12: Final design of side plates (interior). Front side plate in green and rear side plate in purple.
Mass was also taken from the top plate design, though, not to the extent of the side panels. One addition to
the satellite since CDR is a nitrogen purge push-to-connect fitting with a mount, stainless steel mesh filter,
and access hole in the top plate. The nitrogen purge port is used to retain a positive pressure during launch
and minimize moisture buildup within the walls of the satellite.
Figure 5.13: Top view of top plate. Note the access hole for nitrogen hose to reach push-to-connect fitting.
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Figure 5.14: Bottom view of top plate
Figure 5.15: Front view of nitrogen purge push-to-connect fitting with mount and stainless steel mesh
clamp.
Figure 5.16: Side view of nitrogen purge push-to-connect fitting with mount and stainless steel mesh
clamp
The last main additions to the satellite are the Winchester electrical connections mounted to the datum plate
and door deployment sensors mounted to front side panels. The purpose of the Winchester Connectors is to
connect the Frangibolt burn wire to the satellite computer. The door sensors detect whether the top door has
deployed or not after current is sent to the burn wire to fracture the Frangibolt. There are two door sensors
for redundancy, one both front side panels.
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Figure 5.17: Side view of MUVI with side panels removed. Note the Winchester Connectors beneath the
lower mirror assembly and the door sensor near the back of the top door.
Figure 5.18: Side view of MUVI with side panels removed. Not the Winchester Connectors beneath the
lower mirror assembly and the door sensor near the back of the top door.
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5.2.2 Instrumentation Frame Analysis
Once the satellite frame met the necessary conditions for both overall mass and location of the center of
mass, further analysis was performed. Finite Element Analysis was used for both stress and vibration analy-
sis. Stress analysis of the frame was performed to ensure it would withstand the loads it must endure during
launch without yielding or deforming significantly. The vibration analysis was performed to determine the
natural frequencies of the structure to be compared when testing is performed.
The first major analysis of the frame was a static loading analysis to determine the strength of the frame. A
static 100G load was applied to ensure Instrumentation Frame panels were of adequate thickness. In these
studies, roller boundary conditions were applied to the rails of the satellite. All instrumentation compo-
nents were removed from the assembly and replaced with 100G remote loads. 100G loads were chosen as
conservative estimates of loads MUVI may see during launch.
Figure 5.19: Snap shot of +Z 100G load FEA study in SolidWorks.
This study was performed for each of the six principal axis directions +/-X, +/-Y and +/-Z. Even with the
very conservative 100G load case, a factor of safety on yielding of 2.67 was obtained and the frame had a
maximum deflection under 0.076 mm. The frame passed the 100G load case in all directions while meeting
mass requirements. The final mass of the complete satellite assembly is 2.54 kg as estimated in SolidWorks.
This allows an extra 20% of mass to account for discrepancies between the 3D CAD model and the real
machined parts as well as other sources of extra mass like the Alodine coatings, Anodization, tapes and
adhesives used in assembly.
A summary of the mass properties and FEA results for the Instrumentation Frame can be found in the
appendix of this report.
5.3 On-Ground Orbital Deployer Simulator (OGODS)
When CubeSats are launched into space as part of a ride share they sit inside a Poly-Picosatellite Orbital
Deployer, or P-POD as it is commonly known. For MUVI’s Instrumentation Frame to undergo vibration
testing a test fixture replicating the boundary conditions the satellite experiences during launch was required.
The On-Ground Orbital Deployer Simulator or OGODS for short was design to meet this need. The OGODS
design was inspired by the 1U Test Pod the MUVI Phase I team designed for their senior project. The
OGODS was scaled up to meet the 2U size while incorporating lessons learned from the first team. Large
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access panels for running accelerometers, spring plungers and a load plate to represent the spring loaded
boundary condition of a P-POD and fasteners oriented to hold the front and back panels in tension instead
of shear were the main improvements made to the original design.
Much of the design remains the same from what was discussed in the concept design chapter (Chapter 4).
The main updates and changes from the preliminary to the final design are with regards to DFMA and
optimizing the dimensions of certain parts through finite element analysis.
Figure 5.20: Exploded View of OGODS
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Figure 5.21: Assembled OGODS
5.3.1 Finalized Design
The final design of the OGODS will enclose a 2U CubeSat volume. Some design iterations of the load
plate were made for appropriate thickness. Considerations of its effect on vibrational testing were made and
the overall size of the load plate was reduced such that it would not interfere with the OGODS rails and
introduce erroneous vibrational chatter. Preload spring plungers fill detents on the back of the load plate.
This locates the load plate geometrically.
Figure 5.22: OGODS’s Load Plate showing detents
The bolt pattern on the base plate of the OGODS is designed to fasten to the shaker tables in Cal Poly’s
Mechanical Engineering Department Vibration Lab. The shake tables have a 3” on center square bolt pattern
that use 3/8” bolts for mounting. The holes in the base plate are slightly oversized to allow for some
adjustability during assembly and mounting to the table. A viscoelastic material, Viton, will be used between
the base plate of the OGODS and the mounting platform of the shake table. The Viton will be cut out to
match the bottom surface geometry of the base plate to damp out any chatter between the table and base
plate. Viton will also be used for the gaskets on the side and top accessibility panels. Viton was chosen for
its damping properties.
5.3.2 OGODS Analysis
After the general shape of the load plate was finalized, finite element analysis was performed to determine
the optimal thickness for a static load case. The load plate was tested under a 100 G static loading from the
instrument onto the load plate. This was to simulate a worst case peak loading that might occur. The first
run was made with a 0.3168” thick plate. This thickness was determined to far exceed what was required for
the strength of the part. For the second run a 1/8” plate was tested, another standard thickness. The results
of the test was that 1/8” was within our factors of safety and no further tests were required.
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Figure 5.23: Static loading analysis of the load plate
As seen in figure 5.23, the maximum stress seen by the 1/8” thick load plate was 18 MPa, well under the yield
strength of 6061 T6 aluminum: 275 MPa. Deflection of the plate was also evaluated and it was analyzed
that the max deflection is 7 microns. It would be possible to go thinner, but 1/8” 6061 is stock thickness, and
the thinnest possible part is not needed, what is important is that it will not yield under extreme vibrational
loads.
A vibration study was performed to determine the natural frequencies. It is important for the OGODS and
the frame to have different natural frequencies because if they were close together there would be a coupling
of frequencies and severe damage could occur when the pair resonate. Ensuring each has different natural
frequencies helps to reduce any issues with damage due to resonance of the structure.
A simplified model of the OGODS was created to reduce computation time in FEA. The assembly of parts
was consolidated into a single solid model part, bolt holes were removed, and the access panels were elim-
inated. Using the simplified model, a frequency study within the SolidWorks Simulation package was
performed. The first three modes were determined to be 1796 Hz, 1882 Hz, and 1920 Hz. These all fall
within the upper range of frequencies the OGODS will experience during testing. The range of frequencies
for testing is 5Hz - 2kHz.
Next, a dynamic frequency analysis was performed. A random vibration analysis using the input curve from
NASA GEVS section 2.4 was applied to the OGODS in all three directions separately. The output of the
random vibration analysis is a plot of the Amplitude Spectral Density on the y-axis against the frequency
on the x-axis. On the OGODS simplified model two ”sensors” were placed; one on the top and one near the
top on the front panel. These sensors allowed for data to be captured at those specific locations. This was
done to represent where accelerometers will be placed during testing. 5.24 shows the response of the x-axis
from the random vibration analysis.
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Figure 5.24: Random Vibration simulation for Z axis of OGODS
5.4 Cost Analysis
The cost analysis for this project is broken into three main categories; manufacturing costs of the OGODS,
frame and flexure, purchased part, and miscellaneous costs such as travel. Some parts of this project are not
included in the cost analysis because the components were already on hand. For example, the Photek Image
Intensifier is already in the possession of UCB SSL from a previous project. The Photek is a very expensive
part of the optical instrument and not factored into the overall costs. The cost analysis also excludes costs
associated with the work of the MUVI Phase I and MUVI Phase II. The door assembly and the lens assembly
are significant subassemblies each with their own costs, but not part of the cost breakdown for this project.
It should also be noted that the OGODS can be reused for future 2U CubeSat projects that require on ground
vibration testing.
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5.4.1 Manufacturing Costs
This section breaks down the cost associated with manufacturing all components for this project. As seen
in Table 5.1 it is split into three sections; the costs for OGODS, the Frame and Flexure assemblies and the
Flexure Blades separately. The design for the OGODS was completed first so a quote from E&S Machining
was obtained while design work was continued on the frame and flexure. The frame and flexure components
were manufactured by Tridecs Corporation. The original plan was to water jet the flexure blades in house in
the Cal Poly Mustang 60 machine shop. Due to COVID-19, we were not able to use the machine shop so a
quote from Big Blue Saw water cutting was sourced. It is important to note that these figures do not include
the anodization and alodine coating required for the aluminum machined parts of the frame and the flexure
as well as the Tiodize for the titanium flexure blades. Manufacturing delays due to COVID-19 meant that at
the time of this report, quotes for anodization and chemical coating have not be obtained yet.
Table 5.1: Manufacturing Costs
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5.4.2 Purchased Parts Cost
This section breaks down the costs associated with all the purchased parts required for assembly and testing
of the entire instrument frame assembly as well as the OGODS test fixture. Most of the purchased parts are
the fasteners, helical inserts and dowel pins used in assembly. Other parts of note are the door switches,
Winchester Connector, adhesives and sealing material, and the specialized tools required for installing heli-
cal inserts.
Table 5.2: Purchased Parts Cost
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5.4.3 Miscellaneous Costs
The only other expense associated with this project was for travel to visit Space Sciences Lab in Berkeley,
CA. During these visits we gave our Preliminary and Critical Design Reviews (PDR and CDR) to Kodi
Rider and Dr. Thomas Immel.
Table 5.3: Miscellaneous Costs
5.4.4 Total Costs
This section breaks down the total costs for the entire project based on category.
Table 5.4: Total Costs
5.5 Safety
Neither he satellite nor OGODS designs have any major safety concerns regarding risk to operators or users.
There are no moving components or rotating parts in the designs that include speeds or forces compromising
safety. That being said the design will undergo sustained vibrations and experience high accelerations. Our
main concern with regards to safety revolve around the potential for danger during vibration testing. A few
different steps are being taken to mitigate any potential hazards. First, thorough analysis of the designs with
regards to vibration has been conducted. Second, personal protective equipment including safety glasses
and will be worn when tests are conducted. The tests will be conducted in the vibration lab on equipment
MUVI III has been trained on and tests will not be conducted when other students are present, reducing the
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risk to others. The shaker table in the vibes lab is loud and hearing protection such as ear plugs should be
worn to protect the users hearing.
The frame including the flexures are unique components and therefore more extensive analysis was con-
ducted before the design was finalized. The OGODS was inspired by an existing design that had already
been manufactured and successfully used in vibration testing. Since the OGODS is based on an existing
design there is less of a concern regarding durability.
A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis was conducted to review our design. We reviewed any potential
failure modes and addressed all that we could within the design. Most of the failure modes listed were
accounted for in the design and analysis. Some failure modes are due to user error and mitigated by providing
thorough documentation on proper assembly and use. Within the appendices the FMEA as well as assembly
instructions and testing procedure documents can be found.
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6 - Manufacturing Plan
There are three main assemblies to be manufactured for this project. The first is the instrumentation frame,
the second is the flexure assembly and the third is the OGODS. Originally some components were to be
manufactured in the Cal Poly Mustang 60 machine shop but due to COVID-19 the team switched to fully
sourcing components. The following chapter outlines procurement and manufacturing of components as
well as the assembly documentation.
6.1 Procurement
When outsourcing the manufacturing of the components, the procurement of the stock metal is included
in the price. The materials that were procured externally included sheets of Viton and PTFE for seals and
gaskets as well as all fasteners, helicoils, dowel pins and spring plungers for assembly. The Bill of Materials
for all required parts is found in Appendix E.
6.2 Manufacturing
Before determining manufacturing processes, the materials to be used had to determined. The main consid-
erations in determining the materials used were cost, environmental factors, manufacturability and ability
to be used in space applications. Almost all components will be made out of 6061 T6 aluminum. This
material was selected for numerous reasons including machinability, cost, ease of procurement and the fact
that it is tried and tested to work well in space. The instrumentation frame will be in the vacuum of space so
outgassing properties drove material selection. Outgassing was not a concern for metal, more so for sealing
and damping materials. Viton, a damping polymer with low outgassing will be used to seal and dampen
vibrations at door interfaces. In other applications where the door needs a seal to slide, PTFE, another low
outgassing polymer, will be used.
After determining the materials to be used in manufacturing of the instrumentation frame, flexure and
OGODS, the team generated the manufacturing processes. Factors such as material choice, project timeline
and budget all pointed to CNC machining as the proper manufacturing process to use for most components.
The flexure blades are the one exception to this. They are made from titanium and very thin, allowing for
water-jet processing. The other notable exception is the manufacturing process for the Viton door seals. The
Viton material comes in large sheets that will be cut to size using a computer-controlled die cutting machine.
In the design process the principles of Design for Manufacturing and Assembly (DFMA) were used ex-
tensively. A notable example of DFMA in this project is the symmetry of the instrumentation frame and
OGODS. To save on assembly time, shims were used to keep machining time down. Shimming also allows
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for calibration of optical components after fabrication. OGODS uses only one type of fastener and frame
fasteners were kept consistent where possible. We also employed the philosophy of the best part is no part.
One difficulty MUVI III faced with DFM was designing an instrumentation frame accommodating the de-
sign decisions made by MUVI I and MUVI II. At first glance the datum plate designed by MUVI III may
appear to be one part with many unnecessary stilts rising up to the lens and door assemblies built by MUVI
I and MUVI II respectively. At the request of UCB SSL, such risers are included in the datum plate to avoid
redesigning previously fabricated parts. Essentially, there is a part number system and budget to adhere to.
Similar strange features like the datum plate risers can be seen on other panels of the satellite.
Figure 6.1 shows a snapshot of the side panel of the OGODS used to demonstrate DFMA principles. The
part is symmetric about two axes making it easier to assemble. All the holes are 8-32”, including the holes
for the access panel. This makes assembly easier since only one bolt is needed for the entire assembly. The
overall thickness can be made from a standard sheet thickness without the need for excessive machining.
The pocket’s corners can be made with standard end mill radii. Both of these design decisions were made
with DFM in mind.
Figure 6.1: OGODS Side Panel
After metal components are manufactured by the machine shop at SSL the aluminum must be anodized.
The instrumentation frame will be exposed to harsh environments in space so a protective type II Black
Anodization will be included on all parts of the frame [25]. The anodization is a protective coating for the
metal and is non-conductive. Certain areas of the instrumentation frame will need to be masked off such as
joints and fastener holes. The OGODS will also require some anodization. The rails that the CubeSat slide
on will need a protective, low-friction anodization with PTFE [26]. Since the OGODS is just on ground test
equipment it does not need complete anodization like the instrumentation frame does.
All manufactured components were outsourced for this project. A detailed breakdown of cost can be found
in chapter 5.4 and the Bill of Materials in Appendix E. Due to delays in manufacturing due to COVID-19
there is remaining fabrication to be made before assembly. Once all the parts reach net shape, they will be
anodized as per MIL-A-8625 TYPE II CLASS 2. The anodization will protect the exposed metal while the
black coating reduces stray light interfering with the optical components. An Alodine coating is applied
instead of the anodization at mating instances. The Alodine chem film coasting is per MIL-DTL-5541, CL3
(Yellow). Detailed anodization and Alodine drawings are included in the drawing package in Appendix D.
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6.3 Assembly
Careful planning and order of operation is critical to successful assembly of both the instrumentation frame
and OGODS. DFA (Design for Assembly) was a focus accompanying DFM. Assembly must allow for
calibration of optical geometry once the Photek is installed. Shims can be used to adjust positions of lens
and mirror assemblies in the x and y directions. The flexure mounts for the Photek assembly have slots
allowing for position adjustments in all three principal directions.
There are a few subassemblies that will be assembled outside of the CubeSat before being assembled on
the instrumentation frame. The door and mirror subassemblies, the lens mount, the Photek mount and the
electrical systems will all be assembled separately first. Then these subsystems will be connected to the
datum plate followed by side, back, and top panels. The side panels are split in two pieces so that the rear
part of the side panel can be removed and allow for access to the internals of the instrumentation frame.
Once everything is in place, on ground optical alignment can take place to get the final position of all critical
optical components. The optical alignment will be conducted using a laser and optical alignment cube.
The satellite will be mounted into Jason Grillo’s manipulator assembly for final alignment of all optical
components.
Viton and PTFE components will be attached to side panels prior to attaching door assemblies and side
panels. The seals will be placed using an adhesive that is rated for space use. The back panel has large
cutouts to reduce the overall weight. Outgassing rated tape will cover the holes.
Detailed assembly instructions for the flexure subassembly and the instrumentation frame are included as an
appendix.
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7 - New Project Scope
7.1 Changes to Project Scope
The COVID-19 pandemic began prior to manufacturing and testing, forcing major changes to the project
scope. Rather than testing in person, detailed assembly and vibration testing procedures were written. Final
design verification will be completed by future MUVI project members.
7.2 Design Verification Plan
There are multiple tests that need to be conducted for the instrumentation frame to meet NASA’s TRL level
6. The main tests that will be conducted to verify NASA TRL 6 will be vibration and TVAC testing. This
chapter, the Design Verification Plan, will indicate each specification defined in appendix B, the Quality
Function Deployment.
7.2.1 Optical Instrument Alignment Test Plan
Before any tests on the instrument frame itself can be conducted, all the parts that go into the optical in-
strument must be tested to verify alignment. This will require some specialized equipment at UCB SSL.
The instrumentation frame will be loaded into Jason Grillo’s on ground Manipulator. In the manipulator the
instrument will be able to move with four degrees of freedom. It can translate and rotate about the X and Y
axes. While in the Manipulator, a laser will be shown on to the top mirror, reflected on the bottom mirror
and through the lens into the Photek and to the detector. All components have adjustability by use of shims
so each component will be adjusted independently until the laser light reaches the sensor as expected. Once
the instrumentation frame and all the optical parts are successfully aligned then we can move to vibration
testing.
7.2.2 Vibration Test Plan
The vibration test is the main focus of the testing phase for our project. The vibration testing will be
conducted in the Mechanical Engineering Department Vibration Laboratory. The vibes lab has two shake
tables, one horizontal and one vertical. Each test we do will be conducted on both shake tables. The tests we
will conduct include a low-level sine sweep to find natural frequencies, low-level random vibration profile,
full-level random vibration and finally another low-level sine sweep to check for any changes.
The vibration test specifications are specified in NASA GEVS for prototype qualifications. We will repeat
tests for both horizontal and vertical shake tables. For each test we will place accelerometers on the OGODS,
the door of the instrument, the Photek mass model, and on the instrumentation frame.
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7.2.3 Post Vibration Optical Alignment Test
After all vibration tests are conducted, the instrument must remain in its specified 0.25° tolerance for the
light entering. To verify the instrument meets this specification the team will again mount the frame into the
Manipulator and run the same tests as in the pre-vibration test optical alignment.
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8 - Project Management
8.1 Project Phases
The overall design process of MUVI Phase III roughly aligns with the quarter system of Cal Poly, SLO.
Fall 2019: Project background research, CAD design of OGODS, preliminary design of frame and flexure.
Winter 2020: Final design of all components. Detailed analysis of components to meet strength and weight
requirements. Drawing package for all parts requiring outsourced manufacturing. Development of assembly
and test procedures.
Spring 2020: Complete assembly and test procedures. Complete final report and all documentation required
to continue this project.
8.2 Key Deliverables
Item Due Date
Preliminary Design Review 11/15/2019
Complete detailed design for 2-U OGODS 12/12/2019
Generate drawings for 2U OGODS 12/12/2019
Complete structure and detector flexure preliminary design 12/12/2019
Complete design and analysis of frame and flexure 02/07/2020
Critical Design Review 02/07/2020
Complete frame and flexure drawing package 03/07/2020
Complete assembly and test procedures 05/01/2020
Complete virtual expo website 05/29/2020
Final Design Review 06/05/2020
Submit research paper to SPIE conference 07/29/2020
8.3 Unique Design Challenges and Techniques
Due to the nature of this project being a continuation of existing senior projects, new parts had to work
with existing assemblies. The design work was mostly integrating the existing designs of sub-assemblies
into the envelope of a 2U CubeSat. While the design is relatively straight forward, there was need for
special consideration during the analysis and validation of the design. FEA was utilized for modeling launch
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vibration loads. Testing was a primary focus of this senior project. Specifically, the design of fixtures to
represent the P-POD dispenser for the satellite to mount to the vibes table.
8.4 Next Steps
At the completion of the designs of the instrumentation frame, flexure mount, and OGODS, manufacturing
orders were submitted. At the conclusion of the MUVI Phase III, only manufacturing of the OGODS parts
has been completed. Completion of manufacturing, assembly, and testing are the most immediate next steps
for the project sponsors, Kodi Rider and Jason Grillo. The satellite as a whole has many more tasks to
complete. Most notably are: redesign of the mirror flexures, completion of the design of the door stops,
inclusion of thermal equipment, and design of the third unit for power and communication.
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9 - Conclusion
MUVI III has designed and analyzed the Instrumentation Frame, Photek Camera Flexure Mount, and On
Ground Orbital Deployer Simulator for the ongoing MUVI project. Due to schedule changes in the midst
of COVID-19, testing plans were written but execution was postponed. There are several tasks to tackle
before NASA TRL 6 is obtained; mainly, vibration and TVAC testing. One unique aspect about the com-
ponents designed by MUVI III is the minimalist approach. There is sufficient volume within the envelope
size of the Instrumentation Frame and around the Photek Camera Flexure to include thermal controls and
computer electronics. Furthermore, OGODS is somewhat modular in that it can be changed from 2U to 3U
by extending length in the longitudinal direction.
Overall, it was unfortunate that validation of the design through physical testing could not be performed but
the groundwork is set for future MUVI project members to pick up where MUVI III left off and get the
satellite into the ionosphere.
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R
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O
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O
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LO
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A
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A
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A
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C
K). C
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U
TIO
N
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N
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A
N
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C
K D
YE. PRIO
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N
O
D
IZIN
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, G
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RFA
C
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N
O
D
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O
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 D
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R D
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O
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b
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E- Budget
Table 9.1: Purchased Parts
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Table 9.2: Manufacturing Costs
Table 9.3: Miscellaneous Costs
Table 9.4: Total Costs
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F - Failure Modes and Effects Analysis
144
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G - Design Hazards Checklist
146
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H - Design Verification Plan
148
I - Project Gantt Chart
149
J - Instrumentation Frame 100G Static FEA
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K - Flexure Mount Assembly Procedure
The following pages detail the procedure for assembling the Photek mounting flexure assembly, prior to
integrated MUVI assembly and vibration testing.
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MUVI PHASE III - FLEXURE MOUNT ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 
AUTHORS: BRADLEY ALBRIGHT, NICO ARMENTA, COLIN HARROP 
REVISED: 06-04-20 
 
This document details the procedure for assembly of the MUVI PHOTEK Flexure Mount and its 
attachment to the Datum Plate  
 
Step 1 
Fasten Vertical PHOTEK Standoffs and Vertical Flexure Blades to either side of the PHOTEK Tube and 
Horizontal PHOTEK Standoff to the top of the PHOTEK Tube 
Fasteners used:  
- For vertical components:  
- 2X M2.5 x .45 mm Thread, 10 mm Long Socket Head Screw [92290A060] 
- Helicoil used: 1X M2.5, 5mm long [93914A043] 
- For horizontal component:  
- 1X M2.5 x .45 mm Thread, 8 mm Long Socket Head Screw [92290A058] 
- Helicoil used: 1X M2.5, 3.8mm long [93914A026] 
 
 
 
Step 2 
Fasten Horizontal Flexure Blade to Horizontal PHOTEK Standoff  
Fastener used: 1X M2.5 x .45 mm Thread, 6 mm Long Socket Head Screw [92290A056] 
Helicoil used: 1X M2.5, 2.5mm long [93914a009] 
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MUVI PHASE III - FLEXURE MOUNT ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 
AUTHORS: BRADLEY ALBRIGHT, NICO ARMENTA, COLIN HARROP 
REVISED: 06-04-20 
 
 
Step 3 
Fasten Flexure Mount Towers to either side of the Flexure Mount Base Plate. Use shims between the 
interfacing surfaces on either side of the Flexure Mount Base Plate to assume preliminary Flexure Mount 
Tower positions, ensuring that the centers of the holes on either Flexure Mount Tower are positioned with 
a 55.5 mm horizontal distance apart  
Fasteners used: 4X M3 x .5 mm Thread, 6 mm Long, Low Profile, Socket Head Screw [90666A103] 
Helicoil used: 4X M3, 3mm long [93914a060] 
 
 
 
Step 4 
Fasten the Flexure Mount Base Plate to the Datum Plate in a preliminary position along the axis of the 
Datum Plate. 
Fasteners used: 4X M3 x .5 mm Thread, 6 mm Long, Low Profile, Socket Head Screw [90666A103] 
Helicoil used: 4X M3, 3mm long [93914a060] 
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MUVI PHASE III - FLEXURE MOUNT ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 
AUTHORS: BRADLEY ALBRIGHT, NICO ARMENTA, COLIN HARROP 
REVISED: 06-04-20 
 
Step 5 
Fasten the Vertical and Horizontal Flexure Blades to the Flexure Mount Towers 
Fasteners used: 4X M3 x 0.5 mm Thread, 8 mm Long, Vented Socket Head Screw [93235A312] 
Helicoil used: 4X M3, 4.5mm long [93914a077] 
 
 
 
Step 6-A 
Once assembled in a preliminary position, the position of the PHOTEK Flexure Mount must be tuned to 
allow for proper focusing of light on the Detector. Slots on the Flexure Mount Base Plate oriented along 
the axis of the MUVI Frame allow for adjustment of the PHOTEK toward or away from the Lens.  
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MUVI PHASE III - FLEXURE MOUNT ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE 
AUTHORS: BRADLEY ALBRIGHT, NICO ARMENTA, COLIN HARROP 
REVISED: 06-04-20 
 
Step 6-B 
Clearance between the Flexure Mount Towers and the Flexure Mount Base Plate allow shimming to 
adjust the horizontal location of the PHOTEK 
 
 
 
Step 6-C 
Slots on the Flexure Mount Towers oriented vertically allow shimming under the Flexure Mount Towers 
to adjust the vertical location of the PHOTEK. 
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L - Instrumentation Frame Assembly Procedure
The following pages detail the procedure for assembling MUVI prior to vibration testing.
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M - Vibration Testing Procedure
The following pages detail the procedure for future MUVI project members to perform vibration testing
on MUVI and OGODS to evaluate the effectiveness of viscoelastic materials, like Viton, to lower damping
time.
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6. Sine Signature test 
a. Set or verify the following 
i. G Input level 
ii. 5-2000Hz 
b. Perform sine sweep 
c. Generate response plots (frequency vs amplitude) to assess fundamental frequencies 
7. Random Vibration test 
a. Set or verify the following 
i. Accelerometer signals reading 
ii. Accelerometer sensitivity correctly set 
iii. Random profile as specified in GEVS correctly input 
iv. Test duration correctly input 
v. Input abort and alarm limits 
b. Perform random test at each level for at least 15 seconds each 
i. -18 dB, -12 dB, -6 dB continuously observing control and response 
accelerometers for anomalies. 
ii. Full (0 dB) input test 
c. Generate control and response spectral plots  
d. Verify base input levels were within random testing tolerances 
e. Visually inspect OGODS and instrument frame for any physical damage, yield of 
components and backed out fasteners. 
8. Post-Random Sine Sweep test 
a. Follow procedure step 6 to assess if fundamental frequencies changed during random 
input test. 
9. Overlay and compare pre and post random vibration sine sweep test plots. Verify the difference is 
within specified limits. 
 
Test Procedures for Y axis 
10. Unbolt and reorient OGODS in the Y-axis on the shake table. Make sure not to remove the 
instrument frame from the OGODS to maintain that the boundary conditions are consistent 
between tests. 
11. Repeats steps 2 through 9 for Y axis 
 
Test Procedures for Z axis 
12. Remove OGODS from horizontal shake table and mount to vertical shake table for Z axis testing 
13. Repeat steps 2 through 9 for Z axis testing 
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Appendix 
 
A. Locations of accelerometers for Configuration 1. 
 
B. Locations of accelerometers for Configuration 2. 
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